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The Earliest Planes

the tools when they were first
The earliest known planes are all
made, not the way they look at
By J. M. Whelan
carefully preserved in museums present.
and rightly so. You can admire
The Egyptians were accomthem behind glass and read about their history, but not
plished woodworkers thousands of years BC, without
touch them except in rare circumstances. It would be
steel and without planes. Smoothing of wood was accomplished with a bronze or copper adze, followed by
smoothing with flat stones and abrasives. It is believed
that sawn or adzed surfaces were smoothed using the
blade of an adze in the same fashion as we use a
scraper.
How did the plane evolve from the earlier scraper
tools? One possibility was proposed by Greber (1),
who pictured the haft of an adze modified to provide a
"sole" governing the penetration of the blade into the
work. An example of such a tool was made and is
shown in Fig.1. It behaves much like a scraper plane.
A tool of this sort may have been considered a variant
of the adze, not worth its own name, and thus lost to
history.
The early Greeks presumably started in the same
fashion, but improved upon it. The true plane appeared when a sole was provided in front of the cutting edge, as well as behind it. Greek literature gives
tantalizing suggestions that planes were in use before
the third century BC. The earliest name for "plane" is

Fig. 1 - Greber suggested modified adz example

nice to hold them in your hands and actually work
with them, but preserving them for future generations
takes precedence.
The nearest you can come to working with historical
planes is to make replicas, relying on published details, pictures and sketches. Those shown in the accompanying photographs were made with this in
mind. They are intended to present the appearance of
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30.
Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer:
John Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, NJ 07974
(write check payable to CRAFTS of New Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meetings are held at the HOST Masonic
Lodge in High Bridge, NJ.
Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north on Rte. 31
two miles to second traffic light at the High Bridge exit. Turn
right and go about half a mile to Dennis Ave. Turn left, then
straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the left).
Tailgate sales in the parking lot begin at 10 A.M., meeting
starts at 1 P.M.
The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of New
Jersey. Editor: Dave Nowicki, 240 Woodlyn Ave. Glenside
PA 19038. EMAIL - dnowicki@verizon.net.
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Editor.

New Members
Wesley & Sophie Aro - Whiting, NJ
Richard & Susan Harrington - Irvington, NY
Gil Taylor - Long Valley, NJ
Marc Taylor - Long Valley, NJ
William S. Hough - South Bound Brook, NJ
Richard Nelson - Pen Argyl, PA
Joshua Wolpert - Brick, NJ
Robert Bernstein - Bristol, VT
Donald Firestone - Phillipsburg, NJ
George Elsass - Worthington, OH
Rich & Sue Patton - Cherry Hill, NJ
Samuel M. Romeo Jr. - Berwick, PA
Joan G. Fischer - Far Hills, NJ
Leonard Marcy - Sebastian, FL
David & Felice Firestone, Phillipsburg, NJ
Ron White, Angels Camp, CA

President’s Corner
I don’t know about you, but I have had enough
snow and cold weather for this year. My old
bones get cold and it takes a couple of days to
get them warmed up again!
The Spring auction season is about upon us
and I’m sure you are as anxious as myself to
get to an auction. It looks as if there is going to
be a bumper crop of great tools on the market
this year. We have been working day and night
getting things ready for the Crafts Auction on
April 16th. Between cataloging, trying to get a
decent picture of nearly all lots and then putting
them on the website a lot of time and energy has
been expended. We just hope it goes well and
consignors and buyers are pleased with the end
results.
The catalogs will be out and available by the
time you receive this issue and if you want one
ahead of the sale you can download it from the
website or send Steve Zluky $2.00 and he will
send one to you.
I was under the weather for our last meeting
but heard that Herb Kean did a terrific job with
his presentation about Braces. Just seeing the
John Booth boxwood brace with the ivory pad
would have been worth the trip to High Bridge
alone.
I have not taken the opportunity to welcome
new members and would like to do so at this
time. WELCOME!
Hope to see you all at the meeting and the
auction.
Greg
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the Greek "rhykane" which was in use at that time.
It seems likely that the Greek conquerors brought planes
to Egypt more than three hundred years BC. What appear
to be plane shavings are found in mummy cases, and a
molding plane found at the Kom Washim site is displayed
in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. A replica of this tool (8
inches long) is seen in Fig.2.
The earliest planes that can be precisely dated were found
in the ruins of Pompeii, buried by Vesuvius in 79 AD.

there. When the natives finally drove the Legions from
their settlements in the fourth or fifth century, any article of
use to the Germans was destroyed or hidden, such as in the

Fig. 5 A replica of a 10 inch plane recovered in 1868
from a marsh on a Danish Island.

well. Because of the low oxygen content in the deep water,
this plane survived surprisingly well; only the rear grip had
been degraded and lost. The plane and a replica are in the
Saalburg Museum. Another replica (18 inches long) is seen
in Fig.4. It serves as a working plane, although the iron
setting is less stable than expected. A simple dowel across
the throat was used in this replica: the lost original crossFig. 3 A drawing of an Iron Sheathed plane found in
the ruins of Pompeii.

I _ _ __

I

They were of wood encased in heavy iron sheathing, and
the appearance is of a tool that has evolved over a long period. The sketch of Fig.3 approximates what they may have
looked like. Greeks settled this area long before this date
and presumably provided either the planes themselves or
their designs to the Romans. Most Ancient Roman planes
are of similar design, iron sheathed wood with narrow irons
held by transverse dowel pins across the throat, and handholds pierced through the wood.
A Roman plane with stock entirely of beechwood
(without iron sheathing) was recovered in 1907 from a well
in Saalburg, Germany. Romans had occupied the area during most of the first half of the millenium, in fortified areas
with workshops; the recovered plane was most likely made

----1
I

Fig.4 A Roman plane replica found in Saalburg, Germany.

Fig. 6 A foreplane replica Found on the English Warship Mary Rose.

piece was undoubtedly of a better shape. The handgrips are
workable, but less comfortable than the later English or
American style.
The Germanic tribes had probably learned plane design
from the Romans in about the first century, but chose their
own styles for the stock. Three early planes were recovered
in 1868 from a marsh in a Danish island and are now in the
National Museum, Copenhagen. A replica of one of these,
a ten-inch long plane, is seen in Fig. 5. The carvings on its
ends are decorative, not imitative of the Roman grips. The
original had a wide throat and a groove off-center in its
sole, so that its intended use is debatable. Was it intended
for shaping arrow shafts, or was the groove due to wear?
The raising (in 1982) of the Mary Rose, a warship sunk in
1545, provided a unique opportunity to see artifacts of that
period, including English planes. These are preserved by
the Mary Rose trust. The 20-inch foreplane found in this
(Continued on page 4)
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ship was made of one piece of wood. The grips have
moved away from the Roman form and have been
influenced by Dutch styles. It still uses a dowel
across the throat, instead of abutments, to retain the
iron. The replica seen in Fig.6 served to smooth
wood satisfactorily (aside from iron setting problems
as in the Saalburg plane), and the grips were reasonably comfortable.
One final replica (Fig.7) copies a Mary Rose grooving plane. At thirteen inches long, it is rather bulkier
than later side escapement planes. It cuts a 1/8"
groove. As in the original, a batten is nailed to the
left side of the stock, the reason for which is not

One of My Favorite New Jersey Tools
By Greg Welsh

This Ivory rule was made in Newark N.J. by Stephen
Jaggers between 1850 and 1860. The hinge plates are a
combination of brass and steel.
One of the things that I find most appealing is the
graceful scroll-like design of the numerals. They are most
certainly hand done and a fine example of scrimshaw
work. I know of two other ivory rules by Jaggers, one in
the Newark Museum, the other in a private collection and
they both are of the same construction and design as this
one. I have not seen any others come up for auction or
sale anywhere else

Fig. 7 Mary Rose grooving plane.

clear. The open throat echoes the Kom Washim
plane and this style continued in vogue for French
planes for another two centuries. The replica cuts a
groove much like a modern plane would.
Tools were made to be used, not just displayed. Use
your tools to make tools. You will gain a better understanding of their design, and increase the pleasure
that you get from them.
(1) Greber, Josef M., Die Geschichte des Hobels
(History of Planes), 1956, reprint 1987, Verlag
Th.Schafer, Hanover. Translation by Seth Burchard
published 1991 by EAIA.
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THE GENERATION GAP
Below are copies of two e-mails, one from an elderly CRAFT member, and a response from a CRAFT
member of the computer generation. It started when
the younger member e-mailed the older one asking for
a mutual friend’s e-mail address. The first response
below is the elderly gent's answer, and then the younger one's response to that. (The Editor)

e-mail demon rejects the message sent, and you have
to start the entire process over again.

James --- I know that you are much younger than I
am, but just out of curiosity --- do you remember the
thing that we used to use that we called a telephone?
I'm not sure, but I think Steve might have one. He
could tell you his e-mail address. ---- Herb

Signed; the new generation....... LOL

Herb, yes I have heard of this device, but the use
of it would require me to employ several other strange
and long-winded tools, such as something called a
phone book. I'm told this book is actually a database,
but one has to search it manually-- flipping pages till a
close enough match is found. And of course not all
numbers are located in one book, so one must choose
carefully which book to look in. Now let’s say one is
successful in locating the exact number one needs.
There is still the matter of transferring the number
from the book to the telephone. This of course can be
done with a good set of fingers (a common item most
people already have). But knowing which and how
many of the numbers to use can be confusing, as one
needs to know the requirements of the company servicing the lines between the two phones. A series of
anywhere from 7 to 11 numbers are to be employed.
And due to many changes to this "telephone" system
in the later years, it is difficult to know how many
numbers to use. Not to go unmentioned is the fact that
these numbers change frequently, rendering the static
paper-style database useless.
Let’s assume one has successfully found the number needed and correctly entered it into the
"telephone" and is in voice communication with the
party at the other end. There is still the matter of the email address. This will most likely need to be transferred using an old tool called a pencil (which is absolutely no good with out a pencil sharpener). I won't get
into the actions involved in rendering the pencil useful.
Once one has procured and prepared all the items
necessary - including paper (the same stuff used for
the database) several minutes will have passed. Then
of course there's the conversation. Sometimes the BS
can go on and on, “How's the wife, how's the kids,
how much snow did you get” ........Then finally the
point of all this activity, “What's your e-mail address?”
And when one writes it down, two of the letters in the
random stream that precedes the @ gets reversed, the

It’s SO much easier to have someone e-mail it to
you, then paste it into the address book of your e-mail
program.



Recent Patents

from
The Mechanical News
1885

STONE CUTTER'S MALLET.

With the head of the mallet or hammer is combined
a bellows which discharges a jet of air upon the work
at each blow of the mallet, to remove dust. The device is patented by David Lowers, Spring Valley, N. Y.

n

'---'·:: -
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SCREW-DRIVER.

The stem or blade has a kerf or slit lengthwise in its
lower end, and shoulders are formed on the inner faces
of the side portions divided by this slit. A screwthreaded perforation is formed at right angles to the
slit, and a screw-threaded bolt, operated with a bar,
works in this perforation. The removable point is inserted in the slit against the shoulders. The operating
bar is secured to the head of the bolt and elevated
above the surface of the blade. Patented by Frederick
J. Colvin, Hamden, Conn._
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The PAST Winter Old Tool Show and Auction: 2005
The auction at the PAST Winter Old Tool Show
in sunny San Diego, on January 22, 2004, started off the
tool collecting year on an upbeat note. 288 listed lots of
quality tools — some treasures, some collectable, and a
few useable — plus 38 lots consigned by members at the
show were sold in the atrium of the Four Points Sheraton
Hotel in a member’s auction called by PAST member Steve Scruggs of Longmont, Colorado.

Benjamin Freeth & Co. 11½ inch Lady’s Brace

Lot 68, a top of the line Disston No. 12 London
Spring, 11 point 20 inch panel saw, quite scarce in this
small size, in excellent condition sold for $75.
A scarce boxwood three foot four fold “Hayes Improved Practical Mechanics Rule” (lot 120) with double
arch joints, ¼ inch to the foot and ½ inch to the foot architects scales, a circumference scale, a side of equal squares
scale, a scale graduated in 1/10 of an inch, as well as the
typical 1/8 and 1/16 inch graduated scales, in mint condition was a good buy at $200.
Lot 122, a four fold, 12 inch ivory rule by J. Rabone,
in Good + to near fine condition sold for $175.
A rare boxwood four sided 18 inch excise rule realized
$200.

at that time, with an ebony head, a brass spring pad nose
piece or chuck, and a 3 inch sweep, in excellent condition
sold for $400.
A very hard to find Undertaker’s folding brace (lot
130), used to screw down the coffin lid, with a nice patina
on the boxwood head and handle, a 2½ inch sweep, and
only 5½ inch overall when folded, brought $325.
A 16 inch combination level and double bevel (lot
144) in ribbon stripe Cuban mahogany and brass, in Fine

~
~
I
I_ _ __
12 inch Level in Cuban mahogony with brass top inlayed
with a plane and back saw

condition, realized $300.
A delightful and graphic 12 inch level (lot 145) in
dark Cuban mahogany with a full brass top and bottom
plate, in Fine condition, brought $425. The brass top
plate had a mahogany inlay of a back saw on one end and
a raze jack plane on the other end.
Lot 146, a 10 inch rosewood brass bound Stratton
level was a bargain at $100. Lot 147, an 8 inch brass
bound rosewood level of Stratton design, made by and
stamped “Goodell Pratt Company” after they took over
Stratton, in Fine condition (possibly refinished), was another bargain at $150. A 12 inch Stanley No.98, rosewood brassbound level (lot 148), sold for $250.

A rare 11½ inch Lady’s brace (lot 129) by Benjamin
Freeth & Co. (listed as a Birmingham brace maker, 1818-

Carborundum Co. point of sale sharpening stone holder

An attractively shaped Carborundum Company brass
counter display (lot 150) decorated in repose, having a
recessed well at the top to hold a sharpening stone so customers could sharpen their pocket knives, was properly
appreciated at $275.
Undertaker’s Folding Brace

1820) , in ebony or ebonized hardwood as was often done

Lot 160, a small size late 18th or early 19th century
copper double boiler glue pot with the bottom dovetailed
and brazed to the sides which were wrapped around the
(Continued on page 7)
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pot and dovetailed at the ends, only 4 inches high and 4¾
inched in diameter, brought $200.
A 13 inch cast iron shuteboard plane (lot 170) with an
unusual, almost square, cross section sold for a surprising
$1900, compared to an estimate of $100 to $200.
A 16 inch cast iron split frame shuteboard plane (lot
171), with a solid back lever lock lever cap without a
spring, a Moulson Brothers iron, and a replacement depth
of cut adjustment screw, catalogued as having “all of the
characteristics of a Bailey split frame”, but lacking some
of the finesse typical of Bailey’s work, brought a high bid
of $10,000.
Lot 203, an automatic pull action hand drill by the
Best Tool Co. Boston, MA, Patented June 11, 1895, with
a proper Millers Falls chuck, brought $200. Pulling the
cord wrapped around a flanged spring loaded reel turns
the chuck and winds the spring in the reel. When tension
on the cord is released the spring turns the reel backward
rewinding the cord and the spring, a ratchet mechanism in
the reel prevents turning the chuck backwards. The Best
automatic hand drill is really a neat tool.

about the
same
. amount
of
the
blade
extending
forward
and backward
from the
handle
socket

A pair of 8¼ inch trammel points
(exclusive of
the extension), a distinct raised ridge parallel to and below
the handle socket, a 15½ inch cutting edge, two smith’s
marks, and a nice old handle, was a good value at $400.
A pair of 2 3/8 inch boxwood or fruitwood thumb
planes (lot 229), one with a flat sole and one with a compus sole, brought $50.
A very nice beech or boxwood, adjustable box chamfer plane (lot 231) sold for $40.

A magnificent 18th century herb chopper (lot 219),
with an elegantly shaped 5½ inch blade and an ivory handle beautifully decorated with scrolls and beads carved in
low relief sold for $350.
A superb 18th century metal workers saw (lot 220),

Elegant Goosewing ax with nice touch marks

18th Century herb chopper with ia carved vory handle

with a beautiful ebony and bone handle decorated with a
multi colored piqué type inlay of colored dots forming
bouquets and swags was properly appreciated for $800.

A lovely brass and boxwood pattern makers plane of
great graphic
form
(lot
235),
with
six
interchangeable
bottoms and
matching
,,, Av
/.:~-..,.,,.·.·
cutters
—
.·
~ - . A ~·
.
.,,.,-•·._ ' ~;,,,
each a differ:\·.
.
__ _;..
, Al ;.t .
.
_,,;;,·
,. ,_,.,, ;,:>r
•l ,
ent
radius
,,,,,,.~- -_,,.._.,t;•/2·j ~.-.:\:'; ,
brought $70.
'

."

,

A handsome pair of 8¼ inch brass trammels (lot 224),
with an attractive cut out in the head, elegant tightening
screws, proper beam protectors, and removable 4½ inch
steel points sold for $80.
One of the nicest lots in the auction, a beautiful
Goosewing axe (lot 228) of classic Austrian form with

;j:f

.•·

"

·:.4f ,

Tools of
exceptional
Adjustable box chamfer plane
quality and rarity, and those with great visual appeal continue to com(Continued on page 8)
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mand the most attention and bring the highest prices.
This auction had some of both. The auction gross for
the listed lots was an impressive $31,740 for an average
price of $110 per lot.
Block out a place now on your 2006 calendar for the
PAST Winter Old Tool Show and auction next year. It’s
bound to be a fun event, with lots of great tools, plenty
of time to relax, share tool stories with good friends, and
enjoy the weather, which this year as usual was sunny

PATENT NUMBER RESEARCH
If you have ever looked for a patent number when all
you had was the date, you know what a pain that can be. I
did my research in the County Library. It has a whole set
of patent summary books, that sometimes you could find
a yearly summary, sometimes even a monthly summary,
and sometimes a classification summary. But many times
you had to plow through anywhere up to 900 patents for
any particular patent day.
Now comes a major breakthrough in the patent
search field, as Phil Stanley has devised a system-- by
using a table of Issue Days and Patent Numbers --that he
is going to be publishing in the very near future. It’s a 57
page booklet that gives you the range of patent numbers
for any given patent day. And the instructions how to use
the tables.

Brass and boxwood patternmakers plane with six interchangeable soles

with blue skies and 78 degree temps. I hope to see you
there next year.
John G. Wells © January 2005

Roberts, Kenneth Some 19th Century English Woodworking Tools p. 302, 304, and 476.

How does that help? Well, from the range you can
narrow it down by what the patent is classified as. Unfortunately, there are over 500 classifications, and some are
pretty weird. So I have broken down the major tool categories by the patent classification numbers. You can
search for two or three classifications simultaneously so
it’s not so bad. Once you get the hang of the system, you
can locate a patent number in around 5 minutes or less.
Of course not every patent will be under the numbers
that I show below. But, I’m guessing that you will find
most on the first try. The others will require some maneuvering through the special web page that the government
puts out that has all the classification numbers and their
titles. Phil details all this in his instructions.
OK, here they are, and I would do the first two listed
together as they showed up the most when composing
this list. If you strike out on the first two, then you can
always try the others. In the rare case that none of these
work, I would first check to be sure that I have the correct
date. You can then try 74 and 76. They are very general,
but do show up once in a while. 7 is for a combination
tool.
BORING TOOLS: 81, 279, 408, 7
EDGE TOOLS: 30, 279, 81
PLANES: 30, 81, 83, 144, 407,
MEASURING TOOLS: 33, 403, 81,
SAWS: 8, 33, 7
(Continued on page 12)
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CRAFTS Auction Preview
Saturday April 16, 2005

Patent Level Co

Ebony with Boxwood Arms
Chapin-Rust Patent
Rosewood and Boxwood

Rosewood and Boxwood

Boxwood with Ivory Tips
Mortice Ax

Stanley No.1

a,1

---

Millers Patent No. 42

Popping, NY

Booth and Mills

Laminated Infill Smoother
Stuffed Block

Triple Bevel

Stanley No. 9

Gutta Percha
Stephens 036

Mahogany Stuffed Norris

8 in. Stratton Level

M. Greiner Manheim, PA
Graduated Hooked Reamers

Stanley 212
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TOOL EVENTS
2005

(Continued from page 8)

HAMMERS: 7, 81, 72
SCREWDRIVERS: 81, 279,
WRENCHES: 81, 7
SPOKESHAVES: 30
TOOL HANDLES: 279
VISES: 269
This is my first pass at this. I will refine it as I use it
more, and also as you researchers give me more data.
Give Phil a call if you are anxious about when you can
get his booklet. When you perfect the use of these tables,
you willsave so much time you won’t know what to do
with yourself.
Herb Kean


April 1&2 - 26th Brown Auction and Tool Show, Radisson Inn
Camp Hill, PA
www.ceb@finetoolj.com

April 3rd - CRAFTS Meeting 1PM HOST Masonic Lodge Highbridge, NJ, New Jersey

April 16th - CRAFTS Auction
Flemington Elks Club, RT 12 Flemington, NJ
Tool Sale - tailgate setup at daybreak
Auction Preview 7:30am
Auction begins at 9:00 am

April 29&30 - Martin Donnelley
Live Free or Die Auction
Nashua, NH www.mjdtools.com

May 11th - David Stanley Tool Auction
Leicestershire, England www.davidstanley.com

May 11 - 14 EAIA Annual Meeting, Charleston, SC
May 13th - Brown Auction @ EAIA Meeting

July 8-9 Martin Donnelly
Live Free or Die Tool Fair
Hillsborough Center, NH


WANT ADS
Need help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or partial
house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky, (908)534-2710.
Seeking: McKinnon axe of Rockaway, NJ made between 1845 and
1905. Please call Stephen at (732) 682-8236.
Wanted: Petroliana-anything that has to do with old gas stations such
as signs, oil cans, gas pumps etc.
Bill Hermanek (631) 360-1216, bhermanek@aol.com

Wanted: Foot powered band saw for collection and to demonstrate.
Need not be complete. Have other foot powered machinery for possible trade. Ed Hobbs
(919) 828-2754, hobbsed@portbridge.com
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